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Abstract. - We consider a two-dimensional electron gas with Rashba’s spin-orbit interaction
and two in-plane potentials superimposed along directions perpendicular to each other. The first
of these potentials is assumed to be a general periodic potential while the second one is totally
arbitrary. A general form for Bloch’s amplitude is found and an eigen-value problem for the band
structure of the system is derived. We apply the general result to the two particular cases in which
either the second potential represents a harmonic in-plane confinement or it is zero. We find that
for a harmonic confinement regions of the Brillouin zone with high polarizations are associated
with the ones of large group velocity.
Introduction. – It is well known that in a two-
dimensional electron gas (2DEG) formed in a semiconduc-
tor by an asymmetric confining potential Rashba’s spin-
orbit interaction (RSOI) [1] plays an important role. It
is very attractive for applications in electronic devices be-
cause the spin-orbit coupling strength can be controlled by
an external gate voltage [2]. Other spin-orbit mechanisms
such as Dresselhaus’ spin-orbit interaction [3] can be rele-
vant. In this work, for simplicity, we focus on the effects of
RSOI since Dresselhaus’ term can be treated in full anal-
ogy. Additionally, when externally enhanced, RSOI may
become stronger than other spin-orbit interactions. In this
case the Hamiltonian has the form:
Hˆ2D0 =
~
2kˆ2
2m
− ~
2kso
m
(
σˆxkˆz − σˆzkˆx
)
, (1)
where kso is the spin-orbit coupling strength and the oper-
ator kˆ is related to the momentum operator pˆ as pˆ = ~kˆ.
The eigen-states of (1) have a two-dimensional spinorial
part φ2Dλ (σ) where λ = 1, 2 is the eigen-state index called
chirality and σ = ±1 is the spin index. The eigen-energies
split into two branches ε2Dλ (kx, kz). Systems with such en-
ergy spectrum can be exploited to study spin-dependent
transport in different semiconductors, especially in III-V
compounds because of the large values of the spin-orbit
coupling strength. As mentioned above they are also
used to build both two-dimensional (2D) and essentially
one-dimensional (1D) electronic devices. One such de-
vice, called spin transistor, was proposed in Ref. [4] for
the case of a quasi-1D system with RSOI. It is obtained
from the 2DEG described by (1), where by further con-
finement along, e.g. the z-direction, a quasi-1D wire is
formed. These quasi-1D systems were investigated for the
case of a harmonic z-confinement [5, 6] and for an infinite
square well z-confinement [7]. In general one can conceive
a situation where an arbitrary potential V (z) along the
z-direction is present. We would like to emphasize that
V (z) must not necessarily be a confinement. In this case
the Hamiltonian is written as:
Hˆ2Dz =
~
2kˆ2
2m
+ V (zˆ)− ~
2kso
m
(
σˆxkˆz − σˆz kˆx
)
. (2)
The Hamiltonian Hˆ2Dz assumes that the spin-orbit inter-
action caused by V (z) is much weaker than RSOI induced
by an asymmetric confinement forming the 2DEG. For a
given system this means that the out-of-plane electric field
should be much stronger than the in-plane one.
In systems described by (2) RSOI removes the spin de-
generacy of each energy branch and splits them into two
ones. The splitting is also accompanied by a deviation
from the quadratic dependence on the momentum. For
example in the case of a harmonic z-confinement, if only
the first two transverse sub-bands are considered, there
are four 1D dispersion relations ε1Dχ (kx), χ = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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The eigen-states have a four-dimensional spinorial part
φ1Dkx,χ(σ, j) where j = 0, 1 is the transverse mode index.
It turns out that for this model the energy spectrum can
be found in analytic form [6] from the diagonalization of
Hamiltonian (2).
Structures where a periodic modulation U(x) is addi-
tionally present have recently been investigated by vari-
ous authors. For the case U(x) 6= 0, V (z) = 0 the Bloch
band energies have been found in Ref. [8] within the tight-
binding approximation. In Ref. [9] the same problem has
been investigated numerically. In the presence of an ex-
ternal homogeneous magnetic field the so-called magnetic
Bloch states are discussed in Ref. [10] for the case U(x) 6= 0
and V (z) being periodic as well. However, analytic re-
lations between the eigen-values of those problems and
the ones of their corresponding truly 1D problems with-
out RSOI have not been provided so far and this is one of
the topics of the present letter.
In this work we consider two potentials U(x) and V (z),
where the potential U(x) is a periodic potential while the
shape of the potential V (z) is arbitrary. First, a general
structure of the Bloch amplitude is educed. Next, we for-
mulate the eigen-value problem. As an example we apply
the general approach to the particular case of a harmonic
confinement and as a consequence generalize the analyt-
ical results obtained in Ref. [6] to the case of a periodic
potential along the wire. Finally, setting V (z) = 0 we
analytically and exactly solve the problem examined nu-
merically in [9] and find qualitative differences from some
of the numerical results obtained in [9].
A periodic structure with RSOI. – In this section
we consider a system described by the Hamiltonian Hˆ2Dz +
U(xˆ) where the 1D periodic potential U(x) has the period
L:
U(x+ L) = U(x). (3)
That is, the total Hamiltonian of the problem is
Hˆ =
~
2kˆ2
2m
+ V (zˆ)− ~
2kso
m
(
σˆxkˆz − σˆz kˆx
)
+U(xˆ). (4)
Before considering the full problem it is instructive to re-
fresh the Bloch theorem for a truly 1D periodic structure
without RSOI.
A truly 1D periodic structure. As it is known [11], a
system described by the Hamiltonian
Hˆ1D0 =
~
2kˆ2x
2m
+ U(xˆ) (5)
has eigen-energies ε
(0)
l,σ(kB) and eigen-states |l, kB, σ〉, with
Hˆ1D0 |l, kB, σ〉 = ε(0)l,σ(kB)|l, kB, σ〉, (6)
characterized by Bloch’s quasi-momentum kB, running
over a discrete set of values in the first Brillouin zone,
and the band index l. The eigen-energies are degenerate
with respect to the spin index, ε
(0)
l,+1(kB) = ε
(0)
l,−1(kB) ≡
ε
(0)
l (kB). In the coordinate representation the eigen-state
is related to Bloch’s amplitude ul,kB,σ(x, σ
′) by
〈x, σ′|l, kB, σ〉 = 1√
L0
eikBxul,kB,σ(x, σ
′),
ul,kB,σ(x, σ
′) = δσ′,σul,kB(x),
ul,kB(x) = ul,kB(x+ L),
(7)
where L0 is the size of the system along the x-axis. Here
the spinorial structure of the Bloch amplitude is trivial.
Influence of a transverse potential and RSOI. The
transverse potential V (z) together with RSOI change
the Bloch spinors |l, kB, σ〉. We denote the new spinors
through |l, kB, η〉:
Hˆ |l, kB, η〉 = εl,η(kB)|l, kB, η〉. (8)
As a result the Bloch amplitude acquires a new spinorial
structure:
〈x, j, σ|l, kB, η〉 = 1√
L0
eikBxul,kB,η(x; j, σ),
ul,kB,η(x; j, σ) = ul,kB,η(x+ L; j, σ),
(9)
where |j〉 is an eigen-vector corresponding to an eigen-
value εzj and both are found from the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion: [
~
2kˆ2z
2m
+ V (zˆ)
]
|j〉 = εzj |j〉. (10)
It is convenient to represent the total Hamiltonian (4) as
the sum Hˆ = Hˆ ′ + Hˆ ′′, where Hˆ ′ and Hˆ ′′ are given by
Hˆ ′ ≡ ~
2
2m
(
kˆx + σˆzkso
)2
+U(xˆ)+
+
~
2kˆ2z
2m
+ V (zˆ)− ~
2k2so
2m
,
Hˆ ′′ ≡ −~
2kso
m
σˆxkˆz .
(11)
The eigen-energies and eigen-states of Hˆ ′ are easily found
and related to ε
(0)
l (kB) and ul,kB(x) as follows:
Hˆ ′|l, kB, j, σ〉 = ε′l,j,σ(kB)|l, kB, j, σ〉,
ε′l,j,σ(kB) = ε
(0)
l (kB + σkso)−
~
2k2so
2m
+ εzj ,
〈x, j′, σ′|l, kB, j, σ〉 = δj
′,jδσ′,σe
ikBx
√
L0
ul,kB+σkso (x).
(12)
Let us denote through θl,kB,η(j, σ) the Bloch spinors
in the {l, kB, j, σ} representation, that is θl,kB,η(j, σ) ≡
〈l, kB, j, σ|l, kB, η〉. Then
〈l′, k′B, j, σ|l, kB, η〉 = δl′,lδk′B,kBθl,kB,η(j, σ). (13)
We can make a general statement concerning Bloch’s am-
plitude ul,kB,η(x; j, σ). From the identity
1√
L0
eikBxul,kB,η(x; j, σ) ≡
≡
∑
l′,k′
B
,j′,σ′
〈x, j, σ|l′, k′B, j′, σ′〉〈l′, k′B, j′, σ′|l, kB, η〉
(14)
p-2
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and using (12) and (13) it follows
ul,kB,η(x; j, σ) = ul,kB+σkso (x)θl,kB,η(j, σ). (15)
The last equation clearly shows that the spinorial part of
the Bloch amplitude ul,kB,σ(x, σ
′) in eq. (7) transforms
from δσ′,σ into the spinor θl,kB,η(j, σ) when the potential
V (z) and RSOI are involved.
The spinors θl,kB,η(j, σ) can be found from eq. (8) which
in {l, kB, j, σ} representation takes the form:∑
j′,σ′
[〈l′, k′B, j, σ|Hˆ ′|l, kB, j′, σ′〉+
+ 〈l′, k′B, j, σ|Hˆ ′′|l, kB, j′, σ′〉
]
θl,kB,η(j
′, σ′) =
= εl,η(kB)δl′,lδk′
B
,kBθl,kB,η(j, σ).
(16)
The matrix elements of Hˆ ′ and Hˆ ′′ are given by the ex-
pressions:
〈l′, k′B, j, σ|Hˆ ′|l, kB, j′, σ′〉 =
= ε′l,j,σ(kB)δl′,lδk′B,kBδj,j′δσ,σ′ ,
〈l′, k′B, j, σ|Hˆ ′′|l, kB, j′, σ′〉 =
= −~
2kso
m
〈σ|σˆx|σ′〉〈j|kˆz |j′〉δl′,lδk′
B
,kB ,
(17)
where 〈σ|σˆx|σ′〉 = 1 − δσ,σ′ . The final equation for the
eigen-energies εl,η(kB) and eigen-spinors θl,kB,η(j, σ) is ob-
tained using eq. (16) together with eq. (17) by equat-
ing the band indices l′ = l and Bloch’s quasi-momenta
k′B = kB:∑
j′,σ′
{
δj,j′δσ,σ′
[
ε
(0)
l (kB + σkso) + ε
z
j −
~
2k2so
2m
]
−
− ~
2kso
m
(1− δσ,σ′)〈j|kˆz |j′〉
}
θl,kB,η(j
′, σ′) =
= εl,η(kB)θl,kB,η(j, σ).
(18)
We want to emphasize that eq. (18) can be applied to cal-
culate the band structure for an arbitrary potential V (z)
and periodic potential U(x) of a general form. Note the
specific influence of the spin-orbit coupling: a) j-states are
mixed by RSOI; b) the Bloch bands of the corresponding
truly 1D problem with different l are split into sub-bands
independently, that is the splitting of band l does not de-
pend on the splitting of bands with l′ 6= l. Therefore as
soon as the truly 1D band structure has been obtained, one
can take any of its Bloch bands, let us say l, apply (18)
to it and find the Bloch bands labeled with index l in the
presence of V (z) and RSOI. The same inference remains
valid if Dresselhaus’ spin-orbit interaction is additionally
included into the model.
Harmonic confinement. – Here we consider a par-
ticular case where the operator V (zˆ) represents a harmonic
confinement of strength ω0. In this case the matrix ele-
ments of kˆz are
〈j|kˆz |j′〉 = ±i δj,j′±1
√
(j + 12 ∓ 12 )mω0
2~
. (19)
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Fig. 1: The first Bloch band of the corresponding truly 1D sys-
tem ε
(0)
l=1(kB) together with the four Bloch sub-bands εl=1,η(kB)
of the quasi-1D system in the presence of RSOI and the trans-
verse confinement.
If in (18) one keeps only the first two transverse modes,
the problem reduces to the diagonalization of a 4× 4 ma-
trix and becomes solvable analytically. The validity of this
approximation is discussed in Ref. [6]. After the diagonal-
ization of (18), where now j = 0, 1, we obtain the following
eigen-energies:
εl,η=1,2(kB) = ε
+
l (kB)− Ξl1,2(kB),
εl,η=3,4(kB) = ε
+
l (kB) + Ξl2,1(kB),
(20)
where
ε+l (kB) ≡
ε
(0)
l (kB + kso) + ε
(0)
l (kB − kso)
2
+
+ ~ω0 − ~
2k2so
2m
,
Ξl1,2(kB) ≡
√
Ξ2 +
(
ε−l (kB)∓
~ω0
2
)2
,
ε−l (kB) ≡
ε
(0)
l (kB + kso)− ε(0)l (kB − kso)
2
,
Ξ ≡ ~
2kso
m
√
mω0
2~
.
(21)
Since ε
(0)
l (kB) = ε
(0)
l (−kB), the relations between the
eigen-energies (20) follow:
εl,η=1(kB) = εl,η=2(−kB),
εl,η=3(kB) = εl,η=4(−kB),
(22)
as expected due to the existence of both the time reversal
symmetry and band overlap [12]. In fig. 1 we show the first
Bloch band of the corresponding truly 1D problem and the
four Bloch sub-bands growing out of it under the influence
of RSOI and the transverse confinement. The spin-orbit
coupling strength is chosen such that Lkso = pi/2. The
periodic potential has the form:
U(x) = V0
[
1− cos
(
2pi
L
x
)]
. (23)
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Fig. 2: The second Bloch band of the corresponding truly
1D system ε
(0)
l=2(kB) together with the four Bloch sub-bands
εl=2,η(kB) of the quasi-1D system in the presence of RSOI and
the transverse confinement.
The second Bloch band and its four sub-bands are plotted
in fig. 2. It can be seen that for l = 1 the Bloch band of the
truly 1D problem without RSOI and its four sub-bands for
the quasi-1D system with RSOI are all under the potential
barrier while for l = 2 they are above it. As usual RSOI
does not remove the spin degeneracy at kB = 0. It follows
from (20) that the bands split when ε−l (kB) 6= 0. The
derivative of the function ε−l (kB) at kB = 0 is easily found
from (21):
dε−l (kB)
dkB
∣∣∣∣
kB=0
= v
(0)
l (kso), (24)
where v
(0)
l (kB) is the group velocity of the corresponding
truly 1D problem. Since for the chosen parameters the
group velocity in (24) is not equal to zero (see figs. 1 and
2), it follows from (20) and (21) that the band splitting
near the point kB = 0 is linear in kB. This is also the
case for a 2DEG where the linear momentum-dependence
of the splitting is observed experimentally [13].
The corresponding normalized eigen-spinors θl,kB,η(j, σ)
are expressed in terms of non-normalized ones, denoted
through θ˜l,kB,η(j, σ), as:
θl,kB,η=1,4 = N
−
1
2
l,kB,η=1,4
θ˜l,kB,η=1,4 ,
θl,kB,η=2,3 = N
−
1
2
l,kB,η=2,3
θ˜l,kB,η=2,3 ,
(25)
where
θ˜l,kB,η=1,4 ≡


i
Ξ
[
ε−l (kB)− ~ω02 ∓ Ξl1(kB)
]
0
0
1

 ,
θ˜l,kB,η=2,3 ≡


0
− iΞ
[
ε−l (kB) +
~ω0
2 ± Ξl2(kB)
]
1
0

 .
(26)
We have introduced the notation
θl,kB,η ≡


θl,kB,η(j = 0, σ = +1)
θl,kB,η(j = 0, σ = −1)
θl,kB,η(j = 1, σ = +1)
θl,kB,η(j = 1, σ = −1)

 , (27)
and an analogous one for the non-normalized spinor
θ˜l,kB,η. In (25) Nl,kB,η are the normalization constants:
Nl,kB,η =
1∑
j=0
+1∑
σ=−1
|θ˜l,kB,η(j, σ)|2. (28)
Note that using (21) and (25) one gets the relations
Nl,kB,η=1,4 = Nl,−kB,η=2,3. (29)
For kso → 0 the spinors in (25) take the form:
θl,kB,η=1,2,3,4 =


−i
0
0
0

 ,


0
−i
0
0

 ,


0
0
1
0

 ,


0
0
0
1

 . (30)
In the limit U(x) → 0 we have ε(0)l (kB) → ~2k2B/2m,
ul,kB(x)→ 1 and from (20) and (21) we get:
εl,η=1,2(kx)→ ~
2k2x
2m
+ ~ω0 − Ξ(0)1,2(kx),
εl,η=3,4(kx)→ ~
2k2x
2m
+ ~ω0 + Ξ
(0)
2,1(kx),
(31)
where
Ξ
(0)
1,2(kx) ≡
√
Ξ2 +
(
~2kxkso
m
∓ ~ω0
2
)2
. (32)
Further, in this limit from (26) we find:
θ˜l,kx,η=1,4 →


i
Ξ
[
~
2kxkso
m
− ~ω02 ∓ Ξ
(0)
1 (kx)
]
0
0
1

 ,
θ˜l,kx,η=2,3 →


0
− iΞ
[
~
2kxkso
m
+ ~ω02 ± Ξ
(0)
2 (kx)
]
1
0

 .
(33)
As a consequence the spinorial Bloch amplitude trans-
forms into a pure spinor without any real space depen-
dence as it can be seen from (15). Expressions (31) and
(32) recover the results obtained in Ref. [6].
Finally, let us discuss the polarizations
P
(i)
l,η (kB) ≡ 〈l, kB, η|σˆi|l, kB, η〉, (34)
where σˆi, i = x, y, z are the Pauli spin operators. Writing
the identity operator in the {|l, kB, j, σ〉} basis, and taking
p-4
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into account the structure of the Bloch spinors (25) and
(26) we obtain
P
(x)
l,η (kB) =
1∑
j=0
+1∑
σ′,σ′′=−1
[
θ∗l,kB,η(j, σ
′)×
× (1− δσ′,σ′′ )θl,kB,η(j, σ′′)
]
= 0, ∀ l, kB ∈ B.Z.,
(35)
P
(y)
l,η (kB) =
1∑
j=0
+1∑
σ′,σ′′=−1
[
θ∗l,kB,η(j, σ
′) iσ
′′×
× (1− δσ′,σ′′ )θl,kB,η(j, σ′′)
]
= 0, ∀ l, kB ∈ B.Z.,
(36)
where η = 1, 2, 3, 4. The last two equations show that the
longitudinal, that is along the wire, and the perpendicular
to the 2DEG plane components of the polarization identi-
cally vanish. However, the polarization along the in-plane
confinement direction has a finite value:
P
(z)
l,η (kB) =
1∑
j=0
+1∑
σ=−1
θ∗l,kB,η(j, σ)σ θl,kB,η(j, σ),
∀ l, kB ∈ B.Z., η = 1, 2, 3, 4.
(37)
From eqs. (37) and (25) we derive the polarizations in the
four Bloch sub-bands formed out of the truly 1D Bloch
band with index l:
P
(z)
l,η=1,4(kB) = N
−1
l,kB,η=1,4
×
×
{
1
Ξ2
[
ε−l (kB)−
~ω0
2
∓ Ξl1(kB)
]2
−1
}
,
(38)
P
(z)
l,η=2,3(kB) = N
−1
l,kB,η=2,3
×
×
{
1− 1
Ξ2
[
ε−l (kB) +
~ω0
2
± Ξl2(kB)
]2}
.
(39)
Using (29) and equalities ε−l (kB) = −ε−l (−kB),
Ξl1,2(kB) = Ξl2,1(−kB), the symmetry relation for the po-
larizations
P
(z)
l,η=1,4(kB) = −P (z)l,η=2,3(−kB), (40)
is derived ∀ l, kB ∈ B.Z. This symmetry is clearly seen
in figs. 3 and 4, where the four polarizations (38) and
(39) are plotted for l = 1 and l = 2, respectively. Fig. 3
also shows that the polarizations do not change sign and
never approach unity in the first Bloch band. This picture
changes for the polarizations in the second Bloch band (see
fig. 4). In this band the polarizations change sign. Also
there exist nearly fully spin-polarized domains in the first
Brillouin zone. As one can see those domains are the ones
where the group velocity takes its largest absolute values.
The same happens in the limiting case U(x)→ 0 where the
group velocity has infinite values for infinite momentum.
Indeed, when U(x) → 0, from (38) one finds for example
that lim
kx→±∞
P
(z)
η=1(kx) = ∓1 in agreement with Ref. [6].
Thus in the absence of the periodic potential the states
can again be characterized by the spin quantum number
for large absolute values of the longitudinal momentum.
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Fig. 3: Spin polarizations along the z-axis in the four Bloch
sub-bands with l = 1.
A periodic structure with V (z) = 0. – In this
section we briefly present the resulting energy spectrum
when the potential V (z) vanishes and the periodic po-
tential U(x) is arbitrary. Here the solutions of (10) are
plane waves, |j〉 ≡ |kz〉, εzj ≡ εzkz = ~2k2z/2m and
〈kz|kˆz |k′z〉 = δkz,k′zkz. The diagonalization of eq. (18)
leads to the dispersion relations:
ε2Dl,η=1,2(kB, kz) =
ε
(0)
l (kB + kso) + ε
(0)
l (kB − kso)
2
+
+
~
2k2z
2m
− ~
2k2so
2m
±
√(
ε−l (kB)
)2
+
(
~2ksokz
m
)2
,
(41)
where we have added the upper index 2D to stress that
in this system the energy spectrum is two-dimensional. It
can be easily checked that at kz = 0 eq. (41) gives the
same dispersion relation as the one derived from eqs. (20)
and (21) in the limiting case ω0 = 0. For kB = 0 and
kz > 0 it follows from (41):
ε2Dl,η=1,2(kB = 0, kz) = ε
(0)
l (kso)−
~
2k2so
2m
+
+
~
2k2z
2m
± ~
2ksokz
m
.
(42)
From eq. (42) one can clearly see that the energy branch
with η = 2 has its minimum at kz = kso for all bands
l. The splitting of the two branches is linear in kz. The
last expression also shows that for different band indices l
the corresponding energy branches are parallel and there
are not anti-crossings. This is also shown in fig. 5 These
analytical results are in contrast to what was numerically
predicted in Ref. [9].
Finally, in the limiting case U(x) → 0, we have
ε
(0)
l (kB)→ ~2k2x/2m and from eq. (41) it follows:
ε2D1,2(kx, kz) =
~
2k2
2m
± ~
2ksok
m
, (43)
where k ≡ |k| = √k2x + k2z . One sees that eq. (43) is
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Fig. 4: Spin polarizations along the z-axis in the four Bloch
sub-bands with l = 2.
nothing but Rashba’s dispersion relation, that is the en-
ergy spectrum of Hamiltonian (1) has been recovered.
Materials of interest. – Here we would like to men-
tion that although our theory is general, the concrete re-
sults presented on the plots are relevant for III-V com-
pounds. For example in InAs the spin-orbit coupling
strength α ≡ ~2kso/m is enhanced up to 4 · 10−11 eV · m
as it is demonstrated in Ref. [14]. The effective mass is
m = 0.036m0. Then for L in the range between 70 nm and
100 nm the dimensionless parameter ksoL = gpi/2 with g
being in the range between 0.84 and 1.2.
Conclusion. – We have considered a two-dimensional
(2D) electron gas with Rashba’s spin-orbit interaction
(RSOI) in the presence of two one-dimensional (1D) in-
plane potentials along mutually orthogonal directions, as-
suming the first of those potentials to be periodic while
making no assumption about the second one. It has been
found that in such a system the coordinate part of the
Bloch amplitude is the same as the one of the correspond-
ing truly one-dimensional problem without RSOI, however
its Bloch’s quasi-momentum has a spin-dependent shift
proportional to the spin-orbit coupling strength. A gen-
eral eigen-value problem for the band structure has been
presented in terms of the spinorial part of Bloch’s am-
plitude. The cases where the second potential represents
either a harmonic confinement or where it vanishes have
been studied as applications of the general formalism. For
the case of a harmonic confinement with only the first
two transverse modes retained analytical relations have
been obtained and general symmetry properties of the re-
sulting band structure have been determined. Analyti-
cal expressions for the polarizations have been derived as
well. Regions of high polarization corresponding to re-
gions of large absolute values of the group velocity have
been found. For a vanishing transverse potential exact an-
alytical relations between the energy spectrum of this 2D
system and its truly 1D problem without RSOI have also
been established. We hope that the results of our work
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/ 2
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Fig. 5: kB = 0 cut of the energy spectrum for a periodic struc-
ture with V (z) = 0. Energy branches with l = 1, 2 are depicted.
could be important to better understand the interplay be-
tween RSOI and periodic potentials in a wide range of 2D
and quasi-1D systems which could be used e.g. as effective
spin rectifiers [15].
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